


You can drive around any city or any 
county road in America and see 
church building after church 

building. Many of these churches 
were once buildings full of vibrant 
passion for the gospel. But sadly, 
today, many are now tombs. Spiritual 
tombs. Why is that? What happened? 

We as pastors of Grace Church 
believe Christ has given all we need 

to be a vibrant and healthy church through Scripture and the Holy Spirit. 
Becoming a healthy church is not a mechanistic or formulaic process, but 
comes from a heartfelt conviction that there are biblical principles that 
ought to guide how the church operates.

This is what the current sermon series titled Vital Signs is all about - 
what makes a church healthy and therefore flourish according to God’s 
standards. These topics are not the only thing that the church needs, nor 
what has traditionally been called the “marks of the church” (the minimal 
standard of what makes a church a church), but they are key elements that 
distinguish weak, dying churches from strong, healthy churches. 

This guide has three parts to it. First, is the reading based around the 
sermon topic. This has questions for reflection. Second, there is the 
sermon text with applicable questions. The passage questions focus on 
the text. The pulse questions focus on applying the passage and topic to 
your life. There are also guided prayer topics for your Community Group. 
Finally, we have composed a list of resources for the individual who is 
looking to dig deeper into a particular topic.
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We hope this guide will help Community Groups and members of Grace 
Church understand why your pastors do what they do. Also, we hope 
Grace Church will grow in understanding God’s unique strategy and 
vision for his church. Our prayer is that the people of Grace Church will 
rally around these vital signs in order to strengthen one another and bring 
glory to God. 

To God Be the Glory,

Garrett Craig
Pastor of Discipleship & Assimilation
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Identity - Week #1 

We have all heard it said again and again, “The church is not a building, 
it’s the people!” True enough. But that does not keep the New Testament 
from describing the church using a building metaphor. We can actually 
learn a lot about the church’s identity through the metaphor of a building. 
At least Peter seems to think so.

In 1 Peter 2:4-8 we find that the apostle Peter tells us four things about 
the church: it is living, it has an Architect, it has a mission, and it is built on 
a Foundation.  

This spiritual building is living. It is living, not because the people have 
a beating heart that pumps blood through their veins and therefore are 
able to perform normal human bodily functions. It is living because 
it is associated with the resurrected Christ. If Christ is still in the grave 
then there is no church. It would simply be a bunch of delusional people 
performing senseless rituals. The church would be a lifeless, dead building. 
But because by faith we believe that Christ is our Living Stone (v. 4), we 
ourselves are living stones (v. 5). As Peter says elsewhere, the church are 
those who have been born again (1 Peter 1:3, 23)!

Second, we see in this passage that this building project has an Architect. 
This spiritual house is not to think it builds itself. God is the great builder of 
the church. For Peter says, “you yourselves like living stones are being built 
up as a spiritual house.” The NLT captures even better the active nature of 
God’s work in building, “you are living stones that God is building into 
his spiritual temple.” God is doing the work of building his church both 
numerically (as we share the gospel and see people come to Christ) and 
spiritually (as we are sanctified through the Holy Spirit).
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Third, this spiritual building has a mission. The priesthood of this spiritual 
house is to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ 
(v. 5). What sacrifices does Peter have in mind? Peter probably intends 
for us to understand these spiritual sacrifices broadly as anything that is 
pleasing to God (Rom. 12:1). More narrowly though is how the church 
relates to one another (cf. 1 Peter 1:22). The parallel language used in 
2:9 offers us another hint. It says, “But you are a chosen race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his own possession, that you 
may proclaim the excellencies of him who called you out of darkness into his 
marvelous light.” The priestly calling is to be evangelistic, so that people 
from all over the world will become living stones as well.i

Lastly, this spiritual building project of God has as its foundation, Jesus 
Christ who is called the cornerstone (v. 6). This is significant in a number of 
ways, but we will focus on just one. As it relates to the church’s identity, we 
are defined as the people of God, not on the basis of worldly identification 
(ethnicity, gender, social or economic status) or by our works (how great 
our church’s programs or ministries are), but through our association and 
relationship with Jesus Christ. When it comes to the cornerstone, Jesus 
Christ, he is either believed upon (v. 6) or stumbled upon (v. 8). There 
is no alternate foundation to build the church upon. Even Peter, whose 
name means “rock,” is not the foundation of the church.ii If the members, 
leaders and pastors of Grace Church miss this last point (along with other 
key elements), we cease being a church and instead become a country 
club, activist group or simply a political demographic. 

The church of Jesus Christ is the most inclusive, exclusive organization 
on the planet. It is exclusive in that there is no other name under heaven 
given among men by which we must be saved (and thus be part of the 
church; Acts 4:12). But it is the most inclusive in that anyone no matter if 
you are black/ white, poor/ rich, male/ female, young/ old, Jew/ Gentile 
- all can be a part of the church. As an old hymn says, “All the fitness he 
requireth is to feel your need for Him.”
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Questions for Reflection:
• How would you explain to an unbeliever why the church is necessary?
• Why is it important that we understand that God builds his church? 

What would an alternative be? What problems might arise from an 
alternate understanding?  

Passage: Matthew 16:15-20
• How did Peter come to this confession? Who else in Matthew’s 

Gospel tells us that Jesus is the Son of God? Why is this significant?
• What are people claiming about Jesus in v. 14? Why is this inadequate?
• What are the two promises that Jesus makes in v. 18?
• What type of authority does Jesus administer to the church in v. 19? 

(See Matthew 18:18 for important connection)

Pulse:
• What preconceived notions do you have about the church? What do 

you think our culture thinks about the church?
• Do you think the church is optional? Is the church an afterthought in 

God’s redemptive plan? Why? Why not?
• Why is it important that the church understands and applies the two 

promises in v. 18?
• Peter receives “special revelation” from God in order to make the right 

“confession.” What does this tell us about Scriptural authority for the 
church? What other authorities could wrongly guide the church?

• Does it strike you as odd that the church has been given authority 
to “bind and loose”? How might this administrative authority be 
abused? How might the church guard itself from such abuse?
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Prayer:
• Pray for Grace Church. Pray for its protection and for guidance from 

the Word of God.

Resources on the Church:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• The Church by Edmund Clowney
• Sojourners and Strangers by Gregg Allison
• Biblical Foundations for Baptist Churches by John Hammett 

Identity - Week #1 
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Doctrine & Preaching - Week #2 

Mark Dever writes, “If you are looking for a good church, the role of the 
preacher of God’s Word is the most important thing to consider.iii” But 
how do you judge what is good preaching? What is the correct or best way 
to preach Scripture? Does the Bible provide a model of biblical preaching? 

One of the clearest examples of biblical preaching is found in Nehemiah 
8:1-8. This passage takes place during a time when exiles from the 
Babylonian captivity were returning to Jerusalem, around 445 B.C. 
Nehemiah had led the people to rebuild the city walls, and after the work 
was completed they publicly gathered and called for Ezra to “bring the 
book of the Law” (Neh 8:1). During the public gathering, Ezra reads from 
Scripture and the people respond with worship.

Evidently, there was also a group of thirteen Levites who moved among 
the people during the gathering and, helped the people to understand the 
Law, while the people remained in their places. They read from the book, from 
the Law of God, clearly, and they gave the sense, so that the people understood 
the reading. (Neh 8:7-8) 

Is Nehemiah 8:7-8 an example of preaching or is it merely a reading of 
Scripture? This question hinges on the meaning of the word “clearly.” The 
best and safest way to understand the word “clearly” is to see it as a section 
by section explanation of the text with an eye to life application. What 
is found in Nehemiah 8:8 is more than a mere reading of Scripture but 
is actually an early example of exposition in preaching.  The preaching 
found here has Scripture and its exposition as its driving message. 
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Based upon the nature of Scripture and the biblical call for Scriptural 
preaching it may be concluded that the best and most responsible form of 
preaching that seeks to proclaim, make clear, and rightly apply the biblical 
text is expository preaching.  

Many prominent evangelical leaders agree. John Stott writes that “it is 
my contention that all true Christian preaching is expository preaching.” 
Albert Mohler writes, “I believe that the only form of authentic Christian 
preaching is expository preaching.” John MacArthur states that “the only 
logical response to inerrant Scripture, then, is to preach it expositionally.”

Expository preaching is driven by a belief in the inerrancy, authority, 
and sufficiency of Scripture and, as such, seeks to explain and apply the 
biblical text in the sermon.

From beginning to end, the expository sermon has the biblical text, 
rightly interpreted, as its focus. Because expository preaching is biblical 
preaching, it carries with it the effectiveness of God’s Word as well as 
God’s authority. In light of these truths, it should be concluded that the 
Bible identifies and argues for expository preaching. Why would any 
preacher ever substitute man’s word for expository preaching? 

In fact, the sign of a healthy congregation is that they demand from their 
preacher expository sermons. A congregation who understands the 
necessity of the Word of Christ dwelling in them richly will want nothing 
other than to hear God’s Word faithfully explained and applied to their 
lives.

Doctrine & Preaching - Week #2 
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Questions for Reflection:
• Can you think of other preaching styles that are not expository? What 

is deficient about them?
• How do you define “good” preaching?
• What are the most important parts of preaching?
• Are there steps you can take to grow as an active listener on Sunday 

morning?

Passage: 2 Timothy 3:16-4:5 
• Compare the words Paul uses in 3:16 about Scripture and Paul’s 

encouragement to Timothy in 4:2. What are the similarities of these 
verses? 

• Describe in your own words what Paul means by “teaching,” “reproof,” 
“correction,” and “training in righteousness.”

• 2 Timothy 3:17 is an important verse for the doctrine of the 
sufficiency of Scripture. Have someone articulate what that doctrine 
means. Why is the doctrine of the sufficiency of Scripture important? 
Give a practical, everyday example of its importance.

• According to 4:3, why do people not desire sound teaching (doctrine)?
• Paul seems to imply that it is the congregation (people) who desire 

unsound teaching and therefore bring in preachers who “suit their 
own passions.” Given this, what role does the congregation play in 
having sound teaching? What is your responsibility as a member of 
Grace Church?

• Why is it important for the preacher (Timothy) to be “sober-minded” 
during a time when the people around him are desiring falsehood and 
myths?
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Pulse:
• What negative or positive thoughts come to mind when you hear the 

word “doctrine” or “theology”?
• Why do you think many churches and Christians do not care about 

doctrine?
• How do you define sound doctrine?
• What are some reasons doctrine is important?
• Someone once said that our doctrine should be lived. What do you 

think this means? Can you give an example from your life?
• Can you think of any negative consequences for a church if they don’t 

take doctrine seriously?
• What steps are you taking to grow in your understanding of sound 

doctrine?

Prayer:
• Pray for your pastors. Pray we will preach and teach the Word of God.
• Pray that Grace Church will be marked by sound doctrine.

Resources on Preaching & Doctrine:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• Sound Doctrine: How a Church Grows in the Love and Holiness of God 

by Bobby Jamieson
• What is a Healthy Church Member? by Thabiti Anyabwile
• He is Not Silent by Albert Mohler
• Systematic Theology by Wayne Grudem 

Doctrine & Preaching - Week #2 
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Gospel Drive - Week #3 

What is the “main thing” of Grace Church? What is the drive of the 
church? Often what is indicative of the main thing in a church is what the 
people are most passionate about. Is the church all about evangelism and 
missions? Is the church all about family ministry or men’s ministry? Is 
the church passionate about their small group ministry or ministry to the 
poor? Are any of those things the “main thing” for the church? 

Here is the paradoxical truth: if any of those things become the main 
thing or the drive for the church, it will destroy the very thing the church 
has elevated. 

Take evangelism as an example. There is an obvious biblical call for the 
church to be actively seeking to share the gospel with their neighbors, co-
workers and family members who do not know Christ. But what happens 
if that is the drive of the church? Evangelism will ultimately suffer. The 
sharing of the gospel becomes the gospel. In other words, the church’s work 
of evangelism is the good news for the church whose drive is evangelism. 
The evangelistic ministry of the church is the source from which it finds its 
identity, purpose, joy, and satisfaction. Think about that from a personal 
standpoint - your ministry or work being the source of your identity, 
purpose, joy, and satisfaction! There is absolutely no way you can survive 
carrying that weight. It’s the same for the church as well. 

Think about it - when conversions are happening in the church, everyone 
is happy. But when conversions are down, everyone is down. When 
the church is actively sharing the gospel, the church is good. But when 
people are not actively sharing the gospel, the church is bitter. Who wants 
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to be a part of that? Who wants to bring an unbeliever into that kind of 
environment? The church needs something unmovable, unchanging, 
unaltering; ultimately we need something outside ourselves to drive 
us. If the church is driven by anything else other than the gospel, it will 
eventually become a haven for works righteousness and bitterness.

There is only one thing that can and should be the drive of the church. 
There is only one thing that can handle the weight of being the main thing 
of a church. There is only one thing that can be the source of the church’s 
identity, purpose, joy, and satisfaction. As pastor Tim Keller said, 

“Because the gospel is endlessly rich, it can handle the burden 
of being the one “main thing” of a church. First Peter 1:12 and 
its context indicate that the angels never tire of looking into and 
exploring the wonders of the gospel. It can be preached from 
innumerable stories, themes, and principles from all over the 
Bible. But when the preaching of the gospel is either confused with 
or separated from the other endeavors of the church, preaching 
becomes mere exhortation (to get with the church’s program 
or a biblical standard of ethics) or informational instruction 
(to inculcate that church’s values and beliefs). When the proper 
connection between the gospel and any aspect of ministry is 
severed, both are shortchanged.”iv

Gospel Drive - Week #3 
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Questions for Reflection:
• What are you most passionate about?
• Have you ever elevated a ministry of the church in a unhealthy way? 

What was the result? How might you do things differently?
• How might the church maintain a gospel drive? 

Passage: Romans 1:14-17  
• Why is Paul in v. 15 eager to preach the gospel to the church at Rome? 

What might that tell us about who the gospel is for?
• What is the significance of Paul saying the gospel is for the Jews, 

Greeks, and Barbarians?
• What is it about the gospel that compels Paul to preach it unashamedly?
• Why does Paul quote Habakkuk 2:4?

Pulse:
• What are other things (even good things) that can become the driving 

force behind a church? Explain what problems could arise if they 
became the main thing.

• How would the people in a gospel driven church respond to our sin, 
failure and brokenness?

• How would the people in a gospel driven church respond to 
disappointment?

• Describe in your own words a gospel driven Community Group.

Prayer:
• Pray that the gospel would saturate every ministry of Grace Church.
• Give thanks for the gospel.
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Resources on Gospel Drive:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• The Gospel: How the Church Portrays the Beauty of Christ by Ray 

Ortlund
• The Gospel-Driven Life by Michael Horton
• God is the Gospel by John Piper

Gospel Drive - Week #3 
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Leadership - Week #4  

The role of a pastor often is viewed differently by different individuals. 
Some view the pastor as a CEO, while others view him as their employee. 
Some may view a pastor as a self-help guru. What does Scripture say is the 
role of a pastor?

The first role of a pastor is to lead. In 1 Timothy 3:4-5 Paul says a pastor 
must “manage his own household well, with all dignity keeping his 
children submissive, for if someone does not know how to manage 
his own household, how will he care for God’s church?” Additionally, 
Paul continues in 1 Timothy 5:17, “Let the elders (elder and pastor are 
interchangeable terms in the New Testament) who rule well be considered 
worthy of double honor, especially those who labor in preaching and 
teaching.” 

Hebrews 13:17 is another passage that indicates pastors are to lead the 
church. “Obey your leaders and submit to them.” It is important to notice, 
as Ben Merkle points out, “Authority in the church is not equally divided 
among the members. And yet nowhere are the leaders told to force the 
congregation to submit to them. That is because leadership in the church 
must be humble leadership that leads by example.v” Biblical leadership is 
servant leadership. This is clearly seen in how our Lord served the disciples 
in John 13:1-20. Nowhere in Scripture are leaders to make decisions that 
serve only themselves. So it is with the pastors of a church - they are the 
servant leaders of the church.

Second, the role of a pastor is to shepherd. First Peter 5:2 commands 
the elders to “shepherd the flock of God that is among you.” Of course 
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the language of “pastor” comes from “shepherd.” Jesus, in 1 Peter 2:25, 
is the “Chief Shepherd” of the church. This phrase could be rendered 
as “Senior Pastor” of the church. A good shepherd will therefore model 
after the Good Shepherd ( John 10). This means a pastor is to care for 
his sheep. He is to protect his sheep from false teachers. His primary role 
is not an administrator, CEO or motivational speaker, but one that pays 
close attention to the flock that God has given him and protects them 
from wolves that would cause them spiritual harm (Acts 20:28-30). 
Shepherding is a great responsibility for once again Hebrews 13:17 says, 
“Obey your leaders and submit to them, for they are keeping watch over 
your souls, as those who will have to give an account.” 

Third, the role of a pastor is to teach. Paul says in Ephesians 4:11 that 
God has given pastors and teachers as a gift to the church. A qualification 
for a pastor is one who must be “able to teach” (1 Timothy 3:2). That 
teaching responsibility is elaborated further in Titus 1:9 when Paul says a 
pastor, “must hold firm to the trustworthy word as taught, so that he may 
be able to give instruction in sound doctrine and also to rebuke those who 
contradict it.” The role of teacher therefore takes on a double function: 
to build-up or edify believers, but also to rebuke those who hold to false 
doctrine. Consider also Paul’s words to Timothy, “preach the word; be 
ready in season and out of season; reprove, rebuke, and exhort, with 
complete patience and teaching (2 Timothy 4:2).”

Lastly, the role of a pastor is to equip. Equipping here means more than 
simply teaching or preaching. It means teaching with the purpose or 
intention of raising-up more pastors, missionaries, and church planters 
for the continuation of gospel ministry. Paul tells Timothy, “What you 
have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful 
men who will be able to teach others also (2 Timothy 2:2).”

Leadership - Week #4 
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Questions for Reflection:
• What should be the primary characteristic of a leader within the 

church? How might some of these characteristics conflict with those 
characteristics common in secular leadership roles?

• Why do you think there is an emphasis on servant leadership in the 
Bible? 

• How does the gospel inform biblical leadership?

Passage: Hebrews 13:7-17  
• From the passage, why does the author encourage the church to 

remember their leaders?
• Why does the author appeal to the unchanging character of Jesus 

Christ in v. 8?
• From the context of Hebrews, what can we deduce were the “strange 

teachings” the author was warning about?
• What is the author encouraging the congregation to do exactly (see v. 

13 “Therefore”)?
• Why should the congregation submit to its leaders?
• What is at least one responsibility of pastors, according to this passage? 

What can we deduce from local church membership according to 
verse 17?

Pulse:
• In all honesty, do you consider authority bad? Do you find yourself 

resisting authority in your life?
• How does our culture view authority? Do you think you have been 

shaped at all by this?
• Does your resistance to authority reveal anything about your 

relationship with God?
• What does submission mean? What passages of Scripture talk about 

submission?
• In what ways can men in the church lead in submission?
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Prayer:
• Pray God will raise up more leaders and more pastors for Grace 

Church.
• Pray that Grace Church pastors will faithful shepherds of their flock.

Resources on Church Leadership:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• 40 Questions About Elders and Deacons by Benjamin Merkle
• Church Elders: How to Shepherd God’s People Like Jesus   

by Jeramie Rinne
• Biblical Foundation for Baptist Churches by John Hammett

Work Cited Page  

iSchreiner, Thomas, 1,2 Peter, Jude, 107.
iiJobes, Karen, 1 Peter, 151.
iiiDever, Mark, Nine Marks of a Healthy Church, 54.
ivKeller, Timothy, Center Church, 37.
vMerkle, Benjamin, 40 Questions About Elders and Deacons, 90.
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Part 2



Committed Community - Week #5

Often when Christians think of the term “worldly” the image that comes 
to mind are people claiming to be Christ followers but go to bars on 
Saturday night, smoke cigarettes and listen to pop music. If you are really 
old school you may think of teenagers who play cards and dance! For most, 
what probably did not come to mind when you thought of “worldly” is 
a Christian that is not committed to a local church. Perhaps the reason 
it did not come to mind is because you are “worldly.” Well, maybe not 
you, because you are a committed member of Grace Church, but you are 
influenced by your culture more than you realize. Your thinking at least 
has been shaped to think committing to a local church is no big deal. Here 
is what one author says: 

“Just think of how Western culture affects all of us. Movie star John 
Wayne is often quoted as saying that he liked God until he got 
under a roof. Our singers croon, “Don’t fence me in!” and “I did 
it my way!” And advertisers appeal explicitly to our narcissism: 
“Have it your way” and “You’re in the driver’s seat.” With all this 
in the air, it’s easy to want the benefits but not responsibilities 
of belonging - to friendships, to marriages, to the workplace, and 
certainly to the church.1”

American individualism and narcissism are at an all time high. If I am to 
look out for number one (ME), I better “keep my options open” just in 
case something better comes around. This type of thinking is “worldly.” It 
would be easy to point the finger at the surrounding culture, but the truth 
is Christians are as much to blame. The same author continues, 

“Much of evangelicalism has been forged in a piety that pits a 
personal relationship with Jesus against the visible church and its 
public ministry…. “Quick and easy” has beaten “tried and tested.” 
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Rapid growth in numbers has counted more than slow growth in 
grace. Pragmatic results, not formal structures, have been viewed 
as keys to success. Along the way, many of us were raised with the 
evangelistic appeal, “I’m not asking you to join a church, but to 
accept Jesus as your personal Lord and Savior.2”

But is this rampant individualism God’s vision for his people? Is there a 
deeper connection between the local church and the individual Christian 
other than the church being a place where it helps you as an individual 
with your personal spiritual journey? 

Before laying out a few biblical passages that speak towards church 
membership, first consider the cosmic significance of the church. Ephesians 
3:8-10 says, To me, though I am the very least of all the saints, this grace was 
given, to preach to the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ, and to bring 
to light for everyone what is the plan of the mystery hidden for ages in God who 
created all things, so that through the church the manifold wisdom of 
God might now be made known to the rulers and authorities in the 
heavenly places. 

There are many parachurch and missions organizations that do wonderful 
work. There are many non-profit organizations that you can devote 
yourself to in order to do good things in this world. But understand this, 
Christian, no parachurch organization, mission agency or non-profit can 
announce to the principalities and powers the manifold wisdom of God. 
God has determined, for reasons unknown to us, that his priority is the 
church - the people (corporate!) of God! Shouldn’t that be ours as well?

Committed Community - Week #5
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Local Church Membership - Week #5 Cont.

John Hammett, in his book on Baptist churches writes, “The 109 
occurrences of ekklēsia [church] are usually seen as referring to the 
church in two senses, local and universal. The overwhelming majority 
point to local churches, actual assemblies that gather and act.3” Maybe 
the language of local versus universal church is foreign to you. That’s okay. 
Our hope is to show that Christians are to be committed to a local church 
through membership.

What is church membership? It may be helpful to remind ourselves that 
we shouldn’t simply think of church membership the way we may think 
of a YMCA, library or Sam’s Club membership. In those instances we 
think purely in terms of the benefits we receive when we join the club 
and pay our dues. Instead church membership is about the desire to have 
others hold us accountable. A fuller definition of church membership is: 
“It is a formal commitment to love and to be loved by those Christians we 
live around, with whom we regularly interact, whom we desire to hold 
accountable and to whom we are held accountable. A certain assembly 
has accepted the responsibility to teach us, to lead us, to love us, to care 
for us, and to correct us when we need it.4”

Many might be surprised that we don’t find a single verse that explicitly 
states the necessity of church membership (consider however, we don’t 
find a single verse that has the word Trinity in it either). This does not 
mean it is unbiblical. Only that it is implied. 

The Bible and Membership
• A numerical record was kept (Acts 2:37-38)
• Records were kept of widows (1 Timothy 5:3-16)
• Elections were conducted (Acts 6:1-6)
• Discipline was carried out (Matthew 18:15-20; 1 Corinthians 5; 
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Galatians 6:1)
• Elders will be held accountable for members (Hebrews 13:17)
• There is an awareness of those committed to the church (Romans 

16:1-16)
• Converts were added to the local church (Acts 2:41, 4:4, 21:20)
• Missionaries were sent out by the local church (Acts 13:1-4, 14:26-

28)

Our hope is that after seeing the overwhelming biblical evidence for local 
church membership, we will be moved to have a greater appreciation 
of our church membership. We hope that you understand the value of 
making a formal commitment to a local church. In doing this we not only 
are counter-cultural, but we are obeying God’s will for our lives.

Questions for Reflection:
• Do you think you can grow as a Christian without a local church? 

Why or why not?
• Why do you think objections to local church membership is a 

relatively modern phenomenon?

Continued
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Ephesians 2:11-22 - Week #5 Cont.

Community Group Leader: Read this passage carefully. Make sure you 
understand the passage before meeting with your CG since Pastor James is not 
preaching directly from this passage.

Passage:
•  How does Paul describe our spiritual situation as unbelievers in v. 12, 

17, 19? What does this mean?
• What were we “far off ” from in v. 13?
• Who have we been reconciled to, according to Paul? Explain your 

answer from the text.
• How does Paul describe our new state as Christians in v. 19?

Pulse:
• Given our new identity in verses 19-22, should Christians continue 

to identify ourselves as autonomous and independent individuals? 
Explain.

• Have you ever considered the truth that becoming a Christian means 
joining the family of God? How might this change how you view 
yourself and others who are members of Grace Church?

• How has your Community Group been tempted to build Christian 
community on a different foundation other than what Paul says in v. 
20?

• If conflict arises within the church body, what might be the temptation 
for those who haven’t formally committed to Grace Church through 
membership? 
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Prayer:
• Pray that God would continually challenge us to see ourselves in light 

of the gospel and each other.
• Pray that Grace Church would be a people marked by commitment 

to each other.

Resources on Membership:
•  What is a Healthy Church Member? by Thabiti Anyabwile
•  Church Membership by Jonathan Leeman
•  Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever

Stop Here
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Committed Community - Week #6

One of the striking features of Community Groups at Grace Church - 
especially for those visiting our church - is that we don’t have small groups 
based on various life-stage needs. For example, our Community Groups 
are not grouped by age affinity, stage of life, or support needs. Why is 
this? Is it because the pastors want to try the latest/ greatest program for 
Community Groups? Rather than being the latest/ greatest (or easiest) 
way to do ministry, we believe we are positioning Grace Church to 
emphasize the supremacy of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

The early church faced a tremendous obstacle. An obstacle unlike anything 
the church has faced since. The Apostles recognized that through Jesus, 
the gospel was not just for ethnic Israel, but for the world. The challenge 
of incorporating Gentiles into a movement of early Christians who were 
primarily Jewish ( Jesus and his first disciples were mostly Jewish) seemed 
almost impossible. Values and identities clashed on the most basic forms 
of hospitality - like sharing a meal together and eating the same kinds of 
food. Although there was a struggle for the purity of the gospel (cf. Acts 
15:22-29; Gal. 2), the power of the gospel prevailed. 

In Ephesians 2-3 we find Paul elaborating further on the “mystery hidden 
for ages in God who created all things” (Eph. 3:9). What is this mystery? 
Paul answers that question: “This mystery is that the Gentiles are fellow 
heirs [with Jews], members of the same body, and partakers of the 
promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel (Eph. 3:6). In other words, 
these two groups ( Jews and Gentiles) who absolutely hate each other and 
have no business coming together have been brought together because of 
the gospel. Look closely at what Paul says in Eph. 2:14-16, “For he himself 
is our peace, who has made us both one and has broken down in his flesh 
the dividing wall of hostility by abolishing the law of commandments 
expressed in ordinances, that he might create in himself one new man in 

Vital Signs
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place of the two, so making peace, and might reconciles us both to God 
in one body through the cross, thereby killing the hostility.” What Christ 
does is take those who are not just different, but who are hostile towards 
each other and makes peace between them. What an amazing display of 
God’s reconciling power!

It is important to remember at this point that it is our unity around 
the gospel that leads to diversity. Our unity can’t be found in our sport 
team affiliations, hobbies, or general likes and dislikes (at least for the 
purposes of the church). This is not “hey, let’s all just get along” no matter 
the theological content. No, it is the theological content (gospel) that 
grounds our unity with each other.

It is also important to note that diversity is not something we do. It is 
already accomplished through Christ. As one author writes, “As heat 
radiates inevitably from a fire, unity in diversity flows inexorably from 
the gospel of Jesus Christ. There is nothing for us to do here; our role is 
merely to watch. And then to worship as God does the impossible in the 
community of the local church.5” Even though diversity around the gospel 
is not something we create, we can erect barriers to healthy diversity 
through ill-planned church programs or poorly thought out strategies for 
Community Groups.

At this point our desire at Grace is to be strategic in “getting out of the way” 
for the sake of seeing gospel unity shine. Although there is no perfect way 
to accomplish this, one of the best ways is to encourage Grace Church 
members to find a Community Group - Christians to live 

Committed Community - Week #6

Continued
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Committed Community - Week #6 COnt.

life together with - near their home rather than pick people you might 
naturally associate with. This is not to say it is evil to associate with other 
Christians who you share similar likes/dislikes outside of the gospel. We 
must be careful, however, not to build our church around our similarities 
so as to obscure the supernatural diversity the gospel produces.

A final point needs to be made about the reality of living in Christian 
community with people that are different from you. It is not easy; 
sometimes it can be quite the opposite. It requires sacrifice from everyone. 
One author put it like this, “It’s very possible to enjoy the idea of attending 
a diverse church, and yet never lift a finger to love someone who’s quite 
different from you.6” The same author notes four sacrifices the members 
of the church must be committed to foster unity in diversity: 
1. Sacrifice our comfort in order to reach out and associate with someone 

whom we’re not naturally drawn to.
2. Sacrifice our preferences. Whether it be food at fellowship events or 

the songs we sing.
3. Sacrifice our resources and time to serve church members in need.
4. Sacrifice our habits to spend time with those with whom we’d 

otherwise never see.7

Whether we are dying daily to our comforts, preferences or habits we must 
continually remember the purpose. As Eph. 3:10 says, “so that through 
the church the manifold wisdom of God might now be made known to 
the rulers and authorities in the heavenly places.” It is to declare to the 
world and the principalities and powers the greatness of the gospel. Any 
other purpose will lead to burnout and despair. Any other purpose would 
be unworthy of a gospel-driven church. 

Vital Signs
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Questions for Reflection:
• Can you cite other passages in the Bible that encourage diversity in 

Christian community? 
• Outside of racial diversity, are there other kinds of diversity that 

should be present in Christian community?
• What challenges do you envision for your Community Group as you 

become more diverse?
• What is a real challenge for you in seeking to love others who are not 

like you?

Committed Community - Week #6

Continued
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Acts 2:42-47 - Week #6 COnt.

Passage: 
• According to the larger context (Acts 2:14-21), what can we assume 

about the gathered believers in our passage?
• What are the four practices described in v. 42?
• Why is it important for Luke to include that the early believers 

“devoted themselves” to the apostles’ teaching? 
• What is the purpose of the apostolic “wonders and signs”?
• Describe the results of the early Christian community in v. 46-47?
• Are there practices from this passage that Christians today should not 

do? Why or why not?

Pulse:
• Why do you think generosity is such a dominant theme in the early 

Christian churches?
• Do any difficulties/excuses come up in your heart when presented 

with an opportunity to sacrifice your personal possessions for 
someone else in need? How do you typically deal with them?

• Can we learn anything from how the early church interacted with 
outsiders? Explain.

• One commentator writes, “Luke’s summaries present an ideal for the 
Christian community which it must always strive for, constantly return 
to, and discover anew if it is to have that unity of spirit and purpose 
essential for an effective witness.8” How have we as a corporate 
gathering and a smaller gathering (Community Group) fallen short 
of this ideal community of believers? Where does the gospel lift us up 
and then compel us to press forward in pursuing God’s vision for his 
church?

Vital Signs
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Prayer:
• Pray that our church will be characterized by love for God, each other, 

and neighbors. 
• Pray with thanksgiving for the ways God has worked through 

individuals and groups to provide for the needs of others.

Resources on Community:
• Community: Taking your Small Group off Life Support by Brad House 
• The Compelling Community by Mark Dever & Jamie Dunlop
• Life Together by Dietrich Bonhoeffer
• The People of God by Trevor Joy & Spence Shelton

Committed Community - Week #6

Stop Here
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Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7

God is the God of redemption. Throughout the Scriptures we find God 
pursuing a people for himself. This pursuit by God goes beyond just initial 
conversion, but persists until the day of final redemption. In other words, 
God will pursue his children, so that they will persevere until the end 
(Romans 8:28-30).

The difficult reality of the Christian life is that sin persists in our lives. We 
sin and we are constantly sinned against. When we sin, God pursues his 
wayward people and calls them to return to him time after time. God not 
only uses Scripture with the internal witness of the Spirit, but he also uses 
the church to call his people back to himself.

Church Discipline is “God’s ongoing, redeeming work through His living 
Word and people as they fight the fight of faith together to exalt Christ 
and protect the purity of His Bride.9” It’s the process outlined in Scripture 
in which sin is lovingly confronted and addressed within God’s church. 

There are three primary goals of this process:
1. Encourage one another to experience the beautiful life God designed 

for us.
2. Protect members from false-teachers and others masquerading as 

Christians.
3. Continually display the beauty of Jesus and his church to the world.
 
The primary goal of God’s discipline for his children is never merely to 
punish our rebellion: And have you forgotten the exhortation that addresses 
you as sons? My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord, nor be 
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weary when reproved by him. For the Lord disciplines the one he loves, and 
chastises every son whom he receives….For they [earthly fathers] disciplined 
us for a short time as it seemed best to them, but he [God] disciplines us for 
our good, that we may share his holiness. For the moment all discipline seems 
painful rather than pleasant, but later it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness 
to those who have been trained by it (Hebrews 12:5-6, 10-11).

Confronting and correcting someone is by no means God choosing to 
stop loving someone but is one of the primary ways God shows how 
much affection he has for his children. It is redemption!

Jesus provides the boundaries of Church discipline in Matthew 18:
If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault, between you and him 
alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your brother. But if he does not listen, 
take one or two others along with you, that every charge may be established by 
the evidence of two or three witnesses. If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to 
the church. And if he refuses to listen even to the church, let him be to you as a 
Gentile and a tax collector. Truly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth shall 
be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. 
Again I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will 
be done for them by my Father in heaven. For where two or three are gathered 
in my name, there am I among them

Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7

Continued
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Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7 Cont.

The process:
1. Personally go to the person who has sinned against you and show 

them their sin. If they refuse to listen…
2. Return again with one or two others and show them their sin again. If 

they still refuse to listen…
3. Bring them before the church (This does not mean during Sunday 

service!). If they still refuse to listen…
4. The person is removed from the church and is handed over to Satan 

(1 Corinthians 5:4-5).

The final step is grounded in Jesus’ command to treat the person as a 
“pagan or a tax collector.” This means that we treat them like others who 
do not affirm Jesus as Lord and Savior. If someone does not profess faith 
in Christ, they are not part of God’s family (the church) and are therefore 
excluded from the privileges and blessings reserved for God’s family. In 
such a case, this person would be removed from the community and care 
of the other members of the church.

In essence, when the church removes those who refuse to listen to and 
submit to God and his people, the removal reflects what those who are in 
rebellion have already made known to Christ and his body. Their rebellion 
reflects a “self-imposed exile.10”

Those who have turned their backs on God have declared three desires 
through their own words and actions.
1. They desire a life without God by refusing to submit to His will.
2. They desire a life without the community and care of God’s people by 

refusing to listen even to the church.
3. They desire a life that reflects the will and ways of Satan.

Vital Signs
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It is important to see that following Jesus’s teaching on the process of 
church discipline is what is typically titled the “Parable of the Unforgiving 
Servant.” This is no accident. The church is never to hold guilt over those 
who truly repent and seek forgiveness. If a brother or sister turns and 
seeks forgiveness we are to be like our heavenly Father and forgive our 
brother or sister. 

Questions for Reflection:
• What objections might many in our culture (and in the church) have 

towards Church Discipline as outlined above? How might you answer 
those objections?

• How might church disciple be abused or wrongly applied? How can 
we guard from such abuses?

Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7

Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7

Continued



1 Corinthians 5:1-13 - Week #7 Cont.

Passage:
• Who is Paul ultimately upset with: the man and his sin or the church? 

Explain your answer from the text.
• Paul exhorts the Corinthian church to remove the man from their 

congregation (vv. 2, 4-5, 7, 13). What authority or power do they 
have to do this? (see v. 4)? How does Paul’s teaching here relate to 
Matthew 18:15-19?

• What is the goal in delivering this man over to Satan? What does this 
reveal about a purpose of church discipline?

• Someone explain Paul’s word-picture in vv. 6-7. What does this reveal 
about unchecked sin within the church?

• What does Paul mean by “as you really are unleavened” in v. 7? Why 
does he also add “For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed”? 
Explain the significance of these statements for Christian morality 
and ethics.

• How has the Corinthian church previously misunderstood Paul’s 
teaching?

• Can we deduce anything from this passage regarding our interaction 
with outsides? Why or why not?

• Why is Paul so concerned about those who call themselves “brothers,” 
but act in a manner contrary to the gospel? 

Pulse:
• How might you explain to someone who would read this passage and 

object to Paul’s word by saying this seems unloving and harsh?
• Given the entire passage, describe the actions of a “mourning” (v. 2) 

church in instances of unrepentant sin.
• Give several reasons why accountability and church discipline are 

important. 

Vital Signs
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• One of Paul’s points in v. 12 is that being a Christian and therefore 
being a part of a local church means we invite brothers and sisters to 
make judgments concerning the way we are living. What steps can 
you take as a Community Group to make accountability a normal 
part of your experience?

• What fears may you have regarding accountability? How are those 
fears answered in the gospel?

• Take some time to walk through a made-up scenario where sin is 
lovingly and graciously confronted by a brother in Christ towards 
another brother. Then a sister in Christ towards another sister. How 
do you respond to the scenario if the brother or sister repents? How 
do you respond if they refuse to listen?

Prayer:
• Pray for openness, authenticity and honesty for your Community 

Group. 
• Pray for grace, mercy, forgiveness and holiness for your Community 

Group.
• Pray for any fears or uncertainties your Community Group may have 

about this subject.

Resources on Church Discipline:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• God Redeeming His Bride by Robert Cheong
• Church Discipline: How the Church Protects the Name of Jesus by 

Jonathan Leeman

Accountability & Church Discipline - Week #7
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Evangelism - Week #8

The most common question most Christians have on the topic of 
evangelism concerns the method they should use. How do I evangelize? is 
the burning question all of us have when we are confronted with our call 
to share the gospel with unbelievers. This is not a bad question of course, 
but it is not where we should begin. A better question to begin with is 
What is the goal of evangelism? Our goal in evangelism will ultimately affect 
our methods.

Our goal in everything is the glory of God (1 Cor. 10:31). More narrowly 
though, what is our goal with the people we are sharing the gospel with? 
It may surprise some, but it is not a “decision.” Rather our goal with 
those we share the gospel message with is discipleship. While some 
books and conferences on evangelism will emphasize the decision at the 
expense of discipleship, there are at least two dangers when the church 
misunderstands the goal:

1. Nominal Christianity - It is no secret that churches in the United 
States are filled with “members” who neglect Christian community 
(Heb. 10:25), never serve others, their lives are inconsistent with the 
fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23), etc. There are many factors that play 
into nominal Christianity, one of them being evangelistic methods 
that emphasize decisions over disciples. The decision mentality often 
minimizes the costly nature of discipleship. Equally disastrous as 
churches filled with nominal Christians is the false assurance that 
many people have because they “prayed that prayer” or “signed that 
card” when they met that man on the street years ago.

2. Manipulative Methods - If our goal is decisions and not discipleship, 
then we are more likely to allow anything to go as far as methods. In 
this mentality, the primary concern is the decision. Lifelong disciples 
of Jesus are deemed a secondary concern. 

Vital Signs
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A healthy church will think strategically about their responsibility as the 
bearers of the gospel to incorporate those they are sharing the gospel 
with into the local church. We are not obeying the Great Commission 
if we neglect or are unwilling to commit to lifelong disciples of Jesus 
Christ. Will Metzger writes, “In the words of the Great Commission (Mt. 
28:19-20), we are to “go” - not just talk but act; “make disciples” - not 
just superficial professors of faith but possessors of the Son; “baptizing” - 
not just leaving them on their own but incorporating them into a biblical 
church; “teaching” - not just offering a few slickly packaged gospel facts 
but everything in Christ’s commandments.11” 

Let’s do whatever we can to make sure our strategy (or methods) in 
evangelism matches the goal of the Great Commission (disciples). Let’s 
pray that when we share the gospel with our neighbors and call them to 
count the cost of following Christ, we are also willing to count the cost of 
investing our lives to disciple them.

Evangelism - Week #8
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Evangelism - Week #8 Cont.

Vital Signs

Me-Centered Goals

Chart from Tell the Truth by Will Metzger

Decisions, mental assent, immediate 
responses by repeating a prayer

Get them to agree mentally with certain 
facts or laws

Use an outward physical sign to confirm 
spiritual reality - signing a card, raising a 
hand, going forward, repeating a prayer

Show as many advantages as possible

Challenge their will with adventure, en-
tice their emotions with excitement 

Get them to pray a standardized prayer 
with you

Trigger their residual powers for freely 
choosing God

Give immediate assurance - don’t allow 
them to doubt their own sincerity

Responsibly teach the gospel clearly, 
forcefully, patiently

Emphasize baptism, partaking of the 
Lord’s Supper to proclaim his death, 
changing sinful ways of life

Balance the benefits of the gospel with the 
sacrificial demands of the gospel

Present the truth to the mind, call on the 
will to obey, expect heartfelt emotions to 
follow

Allow time for prayer in their own words 
- alone, or as you listen

Face them with the impossibility of 
saving themselves or exercising faith on 
their own

Let the Holy Spirit give assurance via 
subjective inner witness and objective 
biblical evidence of changed life

Disciples, conversion of the whole per-
son, conscience moves them to call on 
God for mercy in their own words

God-Centered Goals
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1 Corinthians 9:19-23 - Week #8 Cont.

Evangelism - Week #8

Questions for Reflection:
• Does your personal methods of evangelism align with the goal of 

making disciples? If not, how might you alter your method to align 
with that goal?

• How does nominal Christianity hurt the church? How has the global 
church been negatively impacted by methods that do not align with 
the Great Commission goal?

Passage:
• What does Paul mean by “free from all?” (You may need to review all 

of 1 Corinthians 9)
•  Is freedom an end in itself (v. 19)? If not, what is Paul’s freedom for?
• What does Paul mean by “win more of them?” How might you prove 

your answer from the passage?
• List the four kinds of people Paul contextualizes to. Have someone 

describe each. Then describe Paul’s reaction to each kind of person.
• How would you prove that Paul is not talking about adapting the 

gospel message, but is talking about adapting his behavior for the sake 
of the gospel?

• Why might Paul be willing to endure the charge of “inconsistency?” 
What does that tell you about his priorities and ours?
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1 Corinthians 9:19-23 - Week #8 Cont.

Pulse:
• Think about your unbelieving co-workers or neighbors. What are 

their hopes, dreams, fears, and idols? How does Christ ultimately 
satisfy what they are longing for?

• What are some practical ways we might make ourselves “a servant to 
all” so that we might win more people to Christ?

• How many of your neighbors do you know by name? What are their 
stories? Do they know your story?

•  What step can you take this week to invite a neighbor over for dinner?

Prayer:
• Pray for your neighbors.
• Pray for faithful and responsible proclamation of the gospel with 

family, neighbors, co-workers.

Resources on Evangelism:
• Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever
• Evangelism: How the Whole Church Speaks of Jesus by Mack Stiles
• Tell the Truth by Will Metzger
• The Gospel and Personal Evangelism by Mark Dever

Vital Signs
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